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I. Summary 

This report presents the data and methods used to calculate lost use damages due 

Ever Reach oil spill. The term "lost-use damages" refers to the decline in value of 

recreatIOnal uses associated resources affected by release of 

Reach recreational 

rnr,,>,,,tc to to 

nature extent s on '"'"'AV"'''''' use 

and the value the resulting losses is the purpose of the analysis contained herein. 

to use is 

Damage Assessment (NRDA) process. Ecological damages, such as harm to wildlife 

or habitats, will also be included in the public NRDA claim and are described in other 

case documents. Commercia110sses and spill-related out-of-pocket expenses to 

residents are subject to a private claim and are not part of the NRDA process. Total 

estimated recreational-use damages and the two sub-categories that comprise total 

damages are presented in the table below. 

Summary of Lost Use Damages (2002 Dollars) 

value of shrimp-baiting losses range) $74,476 to $114,452 

shellfishing trips 

Value of shellfishing losses (Estimated range) $7,452 to $9,936 

Total value of recreational losses $81,928 to $124,388 

An estimated total of 4,729 recreational trips were lost due to the spill, consisting of 

4,232 lost shrimp-baiting trips and 497 lost shellfishing trips. Additional affected trips 

include those taken to Charleston Harbor during the spill under degraded conditions. 

Degraded trips are included in the estimated value of losses but the number of 

degraded trips was not estimated separately. Shellfishing losses occurred as a result of 

a closure, so it is assumed that no trips were taken under degraded conditions. 

Monetary losses for shrimp baiting were estimated to range from $74,476 to 
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$114,452, while the estimated losses for shellfishing range 

Total estimated losses range from $81,928 to $124,388. 

Description of the Spin Incident 

$7,452 to $9,936. 

a an 

on 

release of No.6 heavy oil from the vessel MN 

a 

Reach had occurred, and 

amount of the release was estimated at 12,500 gallons. The oil flowed from the 

to 

along aPlJrOX1naatel 30 

beaches and man-made structures. A map of the location and vicinity of the spill are 

shown in Figure 1. 

Shortly after being notified of the spill, representatives from the National Oceanic and 

Atmospheric Administration, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the South Carolina 

Department of Natural Resources (DNR), the South Carolina Department of Health 

Environmental Control, and U.S. Navy together initiated preliminary 

assessment ",..""".,,,,,v are resource 

trustees (hereafter, Trustees) the authority to investigate 

resource U'"'>"",",,"'0 

resource damage (NRD) 

assessment, of losses to recreational use of the affected 

resources. The owner of the vessel, Evergreen International, S.A., acting through 

Evergreen America Corp., assumed responsibility for the cleanup and joined with 

Trustees in a cooperative NRD assessment process. 

Both the Cooper River and Charleston Harbor were affected by the spill, including 

parts of the shoreline in Charleston and Mt. Pleasant, as well as J ames Island and Fort 

Sumter National Park. Oil also came ashore along Folly Island, south of the entrance 

to Charleston Harbor, and reached areas of the Folly River, the Kiawah River and 
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Figure 1. MN EVER REACH incident vicinity, Charleston, South Carolina. 
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Morris The shoreline these areas varies from heavily urban to suburban, 

with natural shoreline ranging from relatively sheltered wildlife habitat to areas 

popular for shoreline recreation. Recreational areas potentially affected by the spill 

included the Cooper River Marina, Folly Beach, shellfish beds and adjacent to 

Folly River, and areas Charleston 

season. 

popular for shrimp baiting in the fall 

Damage Assessment Methods and Results 

This section presents an overview of the study and analyses undertaken to determine 

effects to several types of resource-based recreational activities, the Trustees 

determined that recreational shrimp baiting and recreational shellfish harvesting 

losses had occurred and were sufficient to warrant including in assessment and 

restoration planning. The details of the shrimp baiting assessment are set forth in 

Appendices I and II. The details of the shellfishing assessment are set forth in 

Appendix III. The Trustees also examined potential losses associated with impacts to 

recreational boating and beach use concluded further assessment activities 

were not as 

Losses to Recreational Shrimp Baiting 

areas coastal Carolina. It typically takes place at to 

catch, and usually involves marking several spots with poles, setting bait in the water 

and casting a net over the shrimp that are drawn to the bait. The activity is almost 

always undertaken using a boat. Recreational shrimp baiting was first permitted in 

South Carolina in the early 1980s, and takes place during an approximately 60-day 

season from mid-September to mid-November. Well over 10,000 permits are sold 

annually, and over 3,000 residents of the Charleston area purchased a permit in 2002. 

The 2002 season ran from September 13 through November 12. Forty-three days of 

the season followed the spill. 
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Losses to recreational shrimp baiting were determined based on information from a 

survey of shrimp baiting license holders. Since 1987, South Carolina's DNR has 

conducted an annual survey shrimp baiting license holders to estimate the level and 

type of activity and the quantity of harvest (e.g. Low, 2002). For the survey 

season, 

were to assessment to as a 

of the spill. The questions focused on changes the location of respondents' 

shrimp-baiting trips. In particular, respondents were asked if they took fewer trips 

to area, so, were asked to state reason. 

to stating the as 

the reason, the total number of affected trips was determined. For the sample of 

license holders who were contacted and who returned the surveys, this came to 184 

trips. Assuming 2.5 people per vehicle (see Appendix I), and extrapolating to the 

population of all license-holders in the state, the total number of lost trips was 4,232. 

Based on the number of lost trips, the total monetary value of losses to shrimp baiting 

were estimated using a Random Utility Model (RUM). RUM is a standard 

as a temporary reduction 

provided BU'.VU on residents 

By examining 

sites 

survey 

visit. 

For additional information on RUM analysis and the theoretical framework of RUM 

valuation, see Parsons (2003). 

Several additional inputs required for the RUM model were drawn from publicly 

available sources. Travel distances from each respondent's residence to the six sites 

specified in the survey were calculated using Yahoo Maps, available on the World 

Wide Web. The average travel speed was also determined using Yahoo Maps, based 

on a random sample of 100 trips. The cost of driving is another required input, with 
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two components: cost time, monetary expenses. cost is based 

on the hourly wage of respondents. We used 2002 figures from U.S. Census on 

average earnings for South Carolina residents. Since South Carolina officials indicate 

that most participants recreational shrimp baiting are the U.S. Census 

applied to RUM model was $16.01, average hourly earnings South 

was 

second 1-''''''''"''' -IS on 

mile cost of operating a vehicle. This was determined based on information for 2002 

American 

Using the above inputs, an initial RUM analysis was performed showing a loss of 

$54,762 for the full population of licensed shrimp baiters. This implies a 16ss of about 

$13 for each lost trip to Charleston. However, this basic RUM analysis assumes that 

residents attempting to avoid the spill can switch relatively easily to other sites. It is 

reasonable to believe that substituting an unfamiliar site for a familiar site may be 

difficult in the short term. Shrimp baiting typically takes place at night and requires 

some geography safe navigation to and 

on 

a 

losses 

to 

a 

over 

basic RUM by a factor 1.36 to 2.09. We applied these factors to our basic 

model to get a range of damages of $74,476 to $114,452. 

Losses to Recreational Sheilfishing 

The South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control (DHEC) closed 

shellfish bed S200 on October 1, 2002, due to potential contamination from the spill. 

DHEC lifted the closure November 5,2002. The designated area S200 is located near 

Folly Island and is accessed primarily from the Folly River boat landing, located on 
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State Route 171. are four other beds or adjacent to the Folly River 

which are open to recreational use and are accessed from the same boat landing. 

These other shellfish beds were not closed following the spill. There are additional 

sheHfishing areas nearby Kiawah River Clark Sound. 

we 

a 

shellfishing in the 

area was taken from a 1990 report entitled "South Carolina Marine Recreational Fish 

1988" is most 

recent source on 

relevant area. The report provides data from 28 days of intercept surveys conducted at 

the Folly River boat landing during 1988 and 1989, indicating that an average of 13.8 

people accessed the Folly River each day. For most of them (92.5 percent) 

shellfishing was the primary purpose of their visit. For our analysis, we estimate a 

loss of 13.8 person-trips per day. 

Several regarding estimate are is no information 

1990 

landing, 

use at accessible from 

S200. Since only S200 was following 

to 

the figure of 13.8 could be an overestimate oflost trips. Third, public understanding 

or perception regarding closure may have affected trips and led to losses 

several areas of the Folly River near to S200, since the general public may not have 

been careful to distinguish between the closed bed and nearby shellfishing areas. In 

2002, there were five areas in or adjacent to Folly River designated for recreational 

shellfishing (S 189, S 196, S200, S206 and R20 1). The designation of two additional 

recreational beds since the 1989 data were collected, along with the potential public 

perception that all Folly River sites might be closed or tainted, may imply that 13.8 
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person trips per day represents an underestimate of lost trips. the net effect 

these factors is unknown, Trustees have determined that further investigation is 

not warranted, given the modest identified losses and the potential cost of efforts to 

refine effect these factors. 

a was on 

is a good source 

preferences of residents regarding a 

based, recreational-fishing activity. However, there is evidence that shellfishing trips 

have slightly lower value than shrimp-baiting trips. particular, shrimp baiting 

a 

(see Table 1 in Appendix III). In the context of recreational demand, this implies that 

shellfishing is a less valuable recreational activity. The range in value for person-trips 

in the shrimp-baiting analysis is $17.60 to $22.32. For shellfishing, a slightly lower 

range of $15.00 to $20.00 was assumed, consistent with this evidence. 

The calculation of total loss is presented in Table 2 of Appendix III. A total of 36 

days of closure, with 13.8 trips lost each day, results 497 lost days. Applying 

$ 

to $9,936. 

to to ,,,n.dH."HA.'UE, as a are 

Potential losses to recreational boating and beach use were also examined. While it is 

likely that losses occurred each of these categories, the Trustees did not find 

evidence of significant loss. The Trustee Council determined that a claim for losses in 

these categories of recreational use was not warranted. The basis for this 

determination is described below. 
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Recreational Boating 

The Trustees conducted a preliminary investigation of potential recreational boating 

losses Charleston Harbor due to the spill. investigation focused on potential 

losses associated with disruption access to the Harbor as a result the spill and 

course 

was placed around perimeter of the marina. 

a period of 10 days, there would have been no access to the harbor for boats moored 

at response action. the same however, 

most at were to some use 

until the boats could be cleaned. Access for some boats continued to be limited for 

weeks or months after the spill, as decontamination continued and oil was cleaned 

from the hulls of the boats. 

From the available evidence, the trustees determined that potential boating losses 

should not be included in the public NRD claim. This decision reflects several 

factors. First, any recreational boating losses to containment booming 

can to '" .'''''''' were 

was most 

access to was restricted. 

boats are oiled, boat owners can assert private claims against a responsible 

party for their particular losses, including for individualized boating losses. For this 

spill, the trustees are aware that the RP entered into discussions with boat owners at 

the Cooper River Marina in an effort to resolve such claims. A public boating loss 

claim assertable on behalf of boaters using the marina would be diminished by 

compensation of individualized boating losses, and could be fully addressed by the 

private claims process. 

Finally, assessing public losses to recreational boating associated with the marina 
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with any accuracy would be difficult, 

modest amount of the public claim. For 

to costs excess of the 

reasons, the trustees believe further 

action to assess public boating losses is unwarranted. 

Lost Beach Use 

some was a 

recreation on entrance to 

Charleston Harbor. Because Charleston county beaches continue to have considerable 

September and early October, on weekends, 

a at 

Folly Beach. Data on beach attendance at three county beaches was obtained, and an 

analysis of the data indicated that potential losses associated with any disruption of 

beach use were not significant. A summary of the analysis of potential losses at Folly 

Beach appears below. Additional details, including the spreadsheet calculations and a 

graph comparing predicted use with actual use, appear in Appendix IV. 

investigation beach use relies on regression analysis, a technique for 

two or more 

use .",Uy", .• ..,,", at 

beaches: Beachwalker 

County of Folly Beach. beaches are C>UJ.J ... ..u to Folly Beach 

size and amenities. Since they are close to Folly Beach, they are subject to similar 

weather conditions. These are the only county-operated beaches in the area. Other 

state-operated sites had attendance data available, but were not included in the 

analysis because they were further away, and they differed in size and the types of 

amenities offered. 

In the analysis, beach attendance at Folly Beach is regressed against beach use at the 

two other sites. There are 33 observations, consisting of data for each weekend day 
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during September and October for years 2002. representing 

effects of the spill was added for the eight weekend days in October 2002, the period 

that was potentially affected. The analysis relies on the following assumptions: 

1. The factors that cause changes in beach use day to day are same for 

at one most IS 

2. The VH"'lHjJ hor""",,,.,, use at and two beaches has not changed 

significantly over time. For example, if Folly typically got twice as much use as 

Kiawah 2002. 

3. were no events at 

oil spill. 

4. The oil spill had a greater effect on Folly than on the other two beaches (including 

the case where the spill had no effect on the other beaches). 

Based on the regression analysis, recorded use at Kiawah Island and Isle of Palms is 

used to make a best prediction of use at Folly Beach on any given weekend day. For 

October 2002, the prediction is compared to actual use to whether a loss 

on a 

a sIgn. 

predictions of use Beach in October 2002 are lower use. 

indicates that no significant events influenced attendance at Folly Beach during 

October 2002, and that random fluctuations led to slightly higher-than-expected use 

during that month. Based on this evidence, the Trustees determined that no significant 

loss to beach use occurred. 
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V. Conclu.sions 

As part of a cooperative assessment process, losses to recreational use were 

determined. Trustees have concluded that both recreational shrimp baiting and 

recreational sheHfishing were affected by the spill. The Trustees also examined 

use, losses to were 

not .... U' .... UJlVU to 

Coastal South Carolina. included a loss of trips to the 

Charleston area and a decline value of trips taken to the Charleston area during the 

to were to $1 

a ~a 

The estimated losses for shell fishing were $7,452 to $9,936. Total estimated losses 

range from $81,928 to $124,388. 
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Appendix I: Shrimp Baiting Assessment Data Methods 

What follows is a detailed description of the data and methods used to calculate 

damages for lost recreational shrimp baiting. The data were obtained primarily from a 

2002 survey of shrimp-baiting license holders. Among other things, the survey 

provides an estimate trips lost to the The 

an eC{)ll()mlem 

South Carolina officials and from publicly available sources, the model estimates the 

value associated with a loss of recreational trips. Finally, adjustments to the damage 

are 

calculations for the shrimp-baiting assessment appear the first table of Appendix II 

(located at Tab 1). 

The Survey of Shrimp-Baiting License Holders 

Each year the South Carolina Department of Natural Resources conducts a survey of 

recreational shrimp baiting. The survey is sent to a sample of licensed recreational 

use own .nrn<>?,t must 

survey is 

conduced November of each year following the of the shrimp-baiting season, 

IJl'-'.1HVv' to year a 

selected a of 13,903 license holders, of 4,000 was 

1,520 responded. A copy 2002 survey is contained in Appendix II (Tab 2). 

a 

The essential information obtained from the surveys includes, for each respondent, 

the number of recreational trips taken and the origin and destination of each trip. On 

the survey form, the zip code for each respondent (provided in question 1) gives the 

approximate origin for each of the shrimp-baiting trips. For trip destination, question 

3 of the survey divides the South Carolina coast into six sections, and respondents are 

asked to specify how many trips they took to each location. The six destinations, 

moving from south to north on the South Carolina coast, are Beaufort, St. Helena, 
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Wadmalaw!Edisto Charleston, and Georgetown. to create 

the damage model, it was necessary to calculate the travel distance for each trip using 

the data on origin and destination. This process is described below in the section 

called "Calculation of Travel Distance." 

an 

to 1 6 a 

total of 184 fewer trips were taken to Charleston because of spill. Further details 

are provided below in the section entitled "Calculation of Lost Trips." 

on average (or people 

vehicle) is also estimated from survey data. Question 8 asks, "How many different 

people assisted you on boat trips?" Since this question appears to refer to the entire 

season, adjustments were made to estimate the number of people assisting on the 

average trip. Details of these adjustments appear below in the section entitled "The 

Number of People per Trip." 

The Calculation 

using 

each 

Distance 

H .. 'U' .... "' .. reqUires as an 

survey, 

distance to six shrimp-

available at ..:.:...:~..:..!"'=~==..:.=~. 

residence address 

the six destinations were entered into Yahoo Maps. The exact street addresses of the 

respondents are not known, but the Yahoo program appears to select a central point in 

the specified zip code, returning a reasonable approximation of trip origin. The 

precise destination for each trip is also not known. Based on conversations with South 

Carolina officials familiar with shrimp-baiting activities, a specific destination was 

selected for each of the six sites specified in the survey. Most shrimp-baiting activity 

appears to involve a limited number of sites where boaters enter the water. The sites 
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chosen, and to the Yahoo Maps site, appear Appendix II under 

heading "Shrimp-Baiting Trip Destinations" (Tab 3). 

It should be the RUM analysis to follow, it is assumed that trips 

some travel cost. fact, some trips taken dose to a respondent's may not 

if a water. 

cost 

The Calculation Lost Trips 

to is 

"Did you take fewer trips than planned this year to the Charleston area, other than due 

to bad weather?" If the answer is yes, the respondent is asked how many fewer trips 

were taken, and is prompted to give the reason. If a respondent took fewer trips than 

planned and identified the oil spill as the reason, at least some of his trips are counted 

as lost due to the spill. 

Several types of response to question are may answer yes, 

as reason, 

res,DOna~E:nt may answer yes, identify more 

to 

reasons stated. For if two reasons are specified are 

counted as trips lost due to the spill. Some respondents reporting several reasons 

allocated trips to each reason, so that no additional assumptions were necessary. 

Another category of respondents answered yes to the question about fewer trips and 

indicated the oil spill as the reason, but offered no estimate of the number of trips 

affected. The figure applied in these cases is the average for all respondents reporting 

a specific number of lost trips. Finally, one respondent indicated an additional trip 

taken to a site other than Charleston, and indicated the oil spill as the reason. The 

respondent did not respond to question 6, regarding trips to Charleston. Since 
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substitute trips to other sites are an expected response to the spill Charleston, 

and since the number of lost trips would presumably be at least as great as the number 

of substitute trips, one additional lost trip was added to the total. 

The total number of lost Charleston trips respondents was 184, based on the 

memo at 5 

the calculations. total shown Table 3 is 183, because it does not include the 

single substitute trip, which was obtained from a separate examination of the survey 

XnaD()la[ea to 1 IS by 

of respondents. 

extrapolation factor is 9.2 (13,903/1,520 = 9.2). The total extrapolated number of 

lost trips is 1,693 (184 x 9.2 = 1,693). This figure reflects the number of vehicle-trips. 

The number of people in each vehicle is determined next. 

The Number of People per Trip 

average of 2.5 people are "",u'uU>vU to participate on each shrimp-baiting 

IS same as were an 

2.5 people be important 

cost one damage 

Question 6 of the survey asks, "How many different people assisted you on boat 

trips." As mentioned previously, the question appears to refer to the total number of 

assistants during the season. This notion is supported by the fact that respondents 

taking more trips reported a greater number of assistants, as shown in the table 

entitled "Number of Assistants by the Number of Total Trips Taken" (Tab 6). To 

estimate the average number of assistants per trip, responses by those making a large 

number of trips need to be factored out. An estimate of 1.5 assistants per trip was 

chosen for several reasons. First, the total number of assistants reported for each 
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respondent, on average, is 1.93 for season. Since most people took more one 

during the season, this represents an upper bound on the average number 

assistants on each trip. Second, the total number of assistants reported by those taking 

only one is 1.26. probably represents a lower bound estimate, since those 

who know fewer people who like to go shrimp baiting may be less likely to go (and 

on a 

one 

amount 

case, one IS 

not be 

assistants for respondents taking from ()ne to three trips is 1.48 on average. our 

judgment, this represents a reasonable mid-range estimate. This would imply a total 

estimates 

like fishing. 

V'-"UVJlVon 

The Use of a Random Utility Model to Calculate Damages 

IS '-'VJUVU, 

The inputs described in the preceding sections are incorporated into a Random Utility 

Model that relies on trip patterns to estimate site-specific constants while using the 

survey information on lost trips to evaluate 

assumes a 

function of a Random 

reviewing 

on 

extent 

to 

The basic procedure can be summarized as follows: 

loss. discussion 

to 

• Using trips data from the surveys, estimate parameters for a nested RUM, 

consisting of site-specific constants, the travel cost parameter and the scale 

parameter; 

• Define the length of time during which effects of the spill are assumed to 

persist; 
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e Set calculations two models, one representing baseline conditions, 

other representing degraded conditions. The parameters both models will be 

the same, except for the site-specific constant for Charleston, which is allowed 

to vary; 

• The of each IS a of trips to sites. Divide the 

season; 

• Set up two constraints that must be satisfied by the combined models: 1) For 

25 predicted 

Charleston under degraded baseline conditions must be 184, the number 

of lost trips, and 2) The sum of Charleston trips predicted for 25 days under 

degraded conditions and 35 days under baseline conditions must equal the 

total number of trips reported for the season; 

• Adjust the two Charleston site-specific constants until both constraints are 

satisfied; 

• Calculate, according to the standard practice, the difference 

each reS,DonQ(~m HH.UU!I-'A 

over 

set survey 

log-sum for 

sum 

only, losses referring to 

to the full population occurs 

Appendix. 

to 

184 lost trips reported sample. Extrapolation 

the final calculation of damages at the end 

Derivation of BaseUne and Degraded-State Models 

The first step in constructing the damage model is the estimation of RUM parameters 

using data from the surveys regarding trips taken by respondents. To incorporate the 

possibility that some people would decide to take fewer total trips in response to the 

spill (rather than simply substituting to other sites), a two-level nested structure is 
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used. describes choice of taking a versus participating some 

other activity. The second level is the site-choice model, describing the choice among 

the six sites given the decision to take a trip. There are 31 choice occasions in the 

participation of the model. This number was chosen to allow for up to 30 

shrimp-baiting trips per those individuals who took more trips, 

are at 

out" (or choosing not to take a trip), and the scale parameter for the two-level nested 

structure. assigned missing variable for the site-specific constants is Georgetown 

IS, ~pr.,..c,,~tt""Uln constant is set to 

Travel distance (one-way) 
Beaufort 
St. Helena 
Wadmalaw!Edisto Island 
Charleston 
Bulls Bay 
Opt Out 
Scale Parameter 

sites 

-0.0011 
0.0521 
0.0547 
0.0146 
0.0205 
0.0384 
1.9113 
0.0173 

constant of zero, Charleston appears to be roughly 

most 

a 

middle of the range terms 

of site desirability. Values of the "Opt Out" and scale parameters depend on variance 

and covariance properties of the data and do not have intuitive interpretations. 

The parameters listed above do not reflect conditions that actually existed at any time 

during the 2002 season. Rather, they represent a mixture of spill-impacted days 

(starting September 30) and non-impacted days (occurring prior to September 30 and 

after the effects of the spill were gone). To proceed with estimation of damages, we 

must determine the length of time that effects of the spill influenced shrimp-baiting 

activities. Based on anecdotal evidence from on-scene observations, it was 
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determined that effects of spill lasted 25 days (see (1) of the damage 

calculations, Appendix Tab 1). Reducing the assumed period of the spill to 15 days 

or increasing it to 35 days has only a modest effect on total damages. 

represent conditions as they actually occurred - that is, a baseline period and a 

two "pr~~r",tp must 

over a 25 a constant 

conditions. These estimated trips appear in Line (4) of the calculations table. Second, 

trips must be estimated for a period of 35 days with a constant Charleston that 

at 

other sites, alternative, are 

same for both models. 

A third set of estimates is also required. Line (6) of the calculations shows predicted 

trips under baseline conditions for the 25-day spill-impact period. In order to 

correctly determine losses, the calculations must reflect a decline of 184 trips to 

Charleston during the spill-impact period, compared to baseline conditions. As noted 

earlier, the figure of 184 is based on information from the surveys. (7) shows the 

conditions (Line (4) minus (6»). Line (7) shows loss 184 Charleston 

1 S f""'TPI~t 

There are an '-'AUAUU constants baseline and degraded 

conditions in Charleston) that would result in a loss of 184 trips. To find the 

appropriate estimate of losses, another constraint must be satisfied. Namely, the 

number of actual Charleston trips recorded in the surveys throughout the 60-day 

season should equal the sum of the number of trips estimated for the period of the 

spill (shown in Line 4) plus the number of trips estimated during the 35 days of 

baseline conditions (shown in Line 8). The comparison is shown in Lines (9) and 

(10). For the Charleston site, total actual trips and total estimated trips are indeed 
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equal. (11) through (13) use the Solver algorithm Excel to iteratively find a 

solution that satisfies the two constraints on lost trips and total trips, respectively. 

constraint on total trips is applied to Charleston because is the focus of the 

analysis. One might argue predicted trips should match actual trips throughout 

season are two reasons not 

nature 

are practice. Second, as noted previously, there is evidence that 

substitution to potentially unfamiliar sites would have been limited following the 

are not basic RUM 

De'Cre,Q to 

from model predictions. 

Calculation of Monetary Losses 

Once the appropriate site-specific constants for Charleston are found, losses can be 

calculated using the standard log-sum formula. Specifically, following the appropriate 

expressIOns the formulation, log-sum term the constant 

travel-cost 

occasions added over respondents. 

is multiplied by 25/60 to reflect the 25-day period of degraded conditions. 

The resulting utility loss for our sample is 5.1, shown in Line (14). The units of this 

number are not defined in a meaningful way, but can be converted to miles using the 

absolute value of the coefficient on the travel-distance parameter. Dividing by 0.0011, 

the loss expressed in miles is 4,599 for the members of our sample, as shown in Line 

(16). For simplicity, the model used one-way distance in its calculations. Since each 
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to a site actually 

miles, shown Line (17). 

convert loss to dollars, 

travel, 

cost associated 

Appendix I 

correct figure loss is 9,197 

driving additional miles 

must be determined. There are two components to the cost of driving: ( 

cost 

s on rows p 

in Line (18). 

on costs are a sources. 

Documents from the Web pages the American Automobile Association are 

presented in Appendix II (Tab 7). Operating expenses, including gas, oil, and 

maintenance, average about 11.8 cents per mile. This represents a middle estimate 

from a range that includes small, mid-sized and large cars, as well as SUV s. The mid

range estimate for depreciation is 17.8 cents per mile, based on depreciation costs for 

each 1,000 miles over 15,000. The sum of these expenses is 29.6 cents. According to 

South Carolina officials familiar with shrimp baiting recreation in the state, virtually 

a to from account 

costs are 

depreciation costs are 31 cents per mile, as shown Row 

cost one's IS based on wage rate. Wage 

information the U.S. Census Bureau is Appendix II 8). 

median earnings for male, full-time, year-round workers in South Carolina were 

$32,027 in 1999. The figure for male earnings is used because most participants in 

recreational shrimp baiting in South Carolina are male, according to state officials. I 

Several adjustments are made to this figure. To convert to hourly wages, annual 

earnings are divided by 2,080 working hours per year. To convert to base-year 2002 

(the year of the shrimp-baiting survey) the hourly figure is inflated by 4 percent, 

I Based on a personal communication with Ed Duncan of the South Carolina Department of Natural 
Resources. 

11 
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based on an index of average earnings reported by the U.S. Department of 

Labor. Department of Labor figures are reprinted in a table Appendix II (Tab 

9). The resulting hourly wage for the average South Carolina male in 2002 is $16.01, 

as shown in Row J. 

cost we common 

(1 et or 

allocated to miles assuming an average travel speed of 40 miles per This 

rate 

is 

average is based on travel speeds for a set of randomly selected trips, based on travel 

the World Wide 

person per mile. 

As 

two ~PT"1[·P' 

cost is $0. 

Many trips recorded in the surveys likely involved more than one person. The average 

cost of time on a given trip is the product of the individual cost of time per mile and 

the average number of people per trip. Assuming 2.5 people per trip, the result is 

$0.33, shown in Row o. The average number of people per trip was calculated using 

responses to 6 survey, as described above. 

Adding together the cost of costs cost 

is at $0.65 

Multiplying cost expressed dollar loss 

implied by the RUM model thus far is $0.65 x 9,197 = $5,952. Based on information 

from South Carolina officials who implemented the shrimp baiting survey, applying a 

factor of 9.2 will correctly extrapolate the sample results to the full population. The 

implied loss for the total population is $54,762, as shown in Line (21). 

Adjustment for Constrained Substitution 

12 
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Trustee representatives and other officials shrimp 

baiting activities presented evidence that substitution among sites may be constrained 

in the short term. Limitations to substitution may result from several factors. These 

include the fact that shrimp baiting typically takes place at night, and safe navigation 

to and the site knowledge of local geography_ Placing 

some 

familiar sites. Based on these factors, we concluded that the 

to 

formulation 

presented thus might overstate the degree to which participants can mitigate losses 

to 

To account for possible constraints on substitution, we reviewed the literature on 

Random Utility Models and the definition of choice sets, or consideration sets. A 

choice set refers to the group of sites available to a given participant as represented in 

a model of recreational behavior. In more complex models, various choice sets may 

be available to varying degrees. To represent the constrained substitution of South 

Carolina shrimp baiting, we selected a model developed by Parsons et al. (1999). In 

use IS 

among the familiar sites usual (flat RUM) manner, the 

grouped a 

participants to alter 

A site is defined as 

years. 

UHJl~H'CU if the respondent site 

choices available to 

sites are 

last 

In the Parsons RUM, welfare losses are calculated for the closure of a beach. Results 

are compared to the same closure using a "basic model," that is, without the separate 

treatment of familiar and unfamiliar sites. The study found that welfare losses were 

considerably higher using the model that allowed for substitution constraints. The 

increase in losses ranged from a factor of 1.36 to 2.09. 

13 
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It should be noted that limitations applying these results to the shrimp-baiting 

RUM have not been fuBy explored. Beach goers and shrimp baiters may regard 

unfamiliar sites differently. Substituting to an unfamiliar beach is likely to be easier 

than substituting to an unfamiliar site for baiting. this sense, the Parson 

model may be conservative for our purposes. Also, there are a greater number of sites 

UH'C""'U is not to matter 

further. our judgment, it is reasonable to adjust the loss estimated by our "basic 

RUM" according to the Parsons results. 

$54,762 by 1.36 gives a estimate $74,476. Multiplying 

by 2.09 results in an upper bound estimate of $114,452. The midpoint of this range is 

$94,464 in total damages. 

For comparison with RUM results in the literature, we also present the loss per trip. 

It should be noted that the RUM model calculates losses for both lost trips and trips 

taken to Charleston under degraded conditions. In the basic model, the number of 

degraded person-trips can be calculated from Line (4): 386 degraded trips H"'''''I-''''"' .... 

person-trips. However, 

1 

an comes to 8,869 

calculation would not apply to the model after adjustment 

We therefore express damages 

to people 

on 

an 

extrapolation 9.2, person-trips is 4,232. 

midpoint of the monetary loss per trip is about $22, a figure that is within the rage of 

values calculated by other RUM studies of similar marine recreational activities. 

14 
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Ever Reach Lost Use Valuation Report DRAFT 

Calculation of Damages Due To Reduced Shrimp Baiting Trips to Charleston 

Data Are Highlighted in Bold Type 

Derivation of Baseline and Degraded-State Models 

Selected Inputs to the Derivation 

(1) Period of spill 
(2) Total Length of Season 

(3) Parameters: 

Travel Distance (One-Way) 
Beaufort 
St. Helena 
W/Edisto 
Charleston 
Bulls Bay 
Opt Out 
IV 
(Georgetown) 

25 days 
60 days 

* Charleston parameters are calculated below. 

Baseline Degraded 

0.00 -0.0011 
0.05 0.0521 
0.05 0.0547 
0.Q1 0.0146 
0.02 0.0143 * 

0.04 0.0384 
1.91 1.9113 
0.02 0.0173 
0.00 0.00 

Page 1 of 4 
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Ever Reach Lost Use Valuation Report DRAFT Appendix II 

Calculation of Damages Due To Reduced Shrimp Baiting Trips to Charleston 

Data Inputs Are Highlighted in Bold Type 

During the 25-Day Period of Spill Impact: Beaufort Helena Edisto Is. Charleston Bulls Bay Georgetown Total 

(4) Estimated Trips, Degraded Conditions 608.6 455.2 178.8 385.6 545.1 148.5 2,321.7 

(5) Charleston Lost Trips 184.0 

(6) Predicted Trips, Baseline Conditions 567.0 424.5 149.4 569.6 474.0 141.5 2,326.1 

(7) Change: Actual minus Baseline 41.6 30.6 29.4 -184.0 71.1 6.9 -4.4 
[(4)-(6)] 

During the 35-Days Without Spill Impacts: 

(8) Estimated Trips 793.8 594.3 209.1 797.5 663.6 198.2 3,256.5 

During the Total 50-Day Season: 

(9) Total Estimated Trips 1,402.4 1,049.5 387.8 1,183.1 1,208.7 346.6 5,578.2 

(10) Total Actual Trips 1,339.0 991.0 351.0 1,183.0 0.0 405.0 5,579.0 

Iterative Solution to Satisfy Two Model 

(11) Prediction error 1 Total trips 0.1 

(12) Prediction error 2 Lost Trips 0.0 

(i3) Squared Sum of Prediction Errors for Use in Solver Algorithm 0.00934091 

Page 2 of 4 



Ever Reach Lost Use Valuation Report DRAFT 

Calculation of Damaaes Due To Reduced Shrimp Baiting Trips to Charleston 

Data Inputs Are Highlighted in Bold Type 

(14) Difference of Log Sums 5.1 

(15) Travel Distance Parameter -0.0011 

(16) Loss In One-Way miles 
[(14)/(15)] 

(17) Loss in Round-Trip miles 

(18) Cost per mile 

Monetary Costs: 

4,598.7 

9,197.4 

A+B 

Operating cost per mile (A) 
Depreciation cost per mile (B) 
Total Marginal Cost w/out Boat (C) 
Adjustment for Hauling Boat (D) 

(AxD)+C Total Marginal Cost with Boat 

The Cost of Time: 

Median Male Earnings (F) 
Working Hours per year (G) 

F/G 1999 Hourly Wage (H) 
Increase 2002/1999 (I) 

Hxl 2002 Hourly Wage (J) 
Fraction Applied to Wage Rate (K) 
Travel Speed (L) 

$ 0.118 

$ 

$ 

0.178 
0.296 

1.15 

0.31 

32,027 
2080 
15.40 
1.04 

16.01 
0.33 

40 mph 

Page 3 of 4 
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Ever Reach Lost Use Valuation Report DRAFT 

Calculation of Damages Due To Reduced Shrimp Baiting Trips to Charleston 

Data Inputs Are Highlighted in Bold Type 

JxKxL Cost of Time (M) 0.13 per person 

Number of people per vehicle trip (N) 2.5 
MxN Total Cost of Time (0) 0.33 

E+O Trip Cost per Mile (P) 0.65 

(19) Loss $5,952 
[(17)x(18)] 

(20) Extrapolation 9.2 

(21) Total Loss $54,762 
[(19)x(20)] 

Low High Midpoint 

(22) Adjustment Factor 1.36 2.09 1.73 [1] 

(23) Total Loss $74,476 $114,452 $94,464 

(24) Total Person-Trips 4,232 

(25) Loss per Trip $17.60 $27.04 $22.32 

[1] Adjustment factors are based on Parsons (1999). Increases in loss 
associated with constrained choice sets range from 36 percent to 109 
percent, based on results from the "Familiar Sites" model developed in 
that study. 
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l. 
2. 

3. 

__ BEAUFORT __ CHARLESTON 

__ ST. H:ELENA SO. B1JU..SB.AY 

IS. GEORGETOWN 

4. Did you make more trips than planned at any of the above areas? If yes, 

Jive in. 

How many more? __ Wbich area? Rcason1 ______ _ 

How many more? __ Which area? Reason1 __ -...,.. __ ...,.-
s. Did you make fewer trips than planned this year in the Charleston area, ocher than due 

to bad weather? If yes. 
How many rewer? Rcason?_-:... ______ _ 

How IlW1)' fewer? Reason? __ -:--_--=---=-__ _ 
6. How many difl"cn:nt people assisted you on boat trips? 
7. Whal was your average catcb per trip in quarts ofwbole shrimp? 
8 .. What was )'001 tOlal calch for the season in qua.m of whole ·sMDlP.1 ___ _ 



TAB 3 



Trip Distance Calculations 
Links to Yahoo Maps for the Six Shrimp Baiting Destinations 

SC 
http://maps.yahoo.comJpv/ddResults.pv?Pyt=Tmap&tamame=&tardesc=&tarhash=&tara 
ddr=&tarcsz=Wilkins,+SC&newtcountry=us&newcountry=us&tuz=29902&doit=1 

http://maps.vahoo.comJpy/ddResults.py?Pyt=Tmap&tarname=&tardesc=&tarhash=&tara 
ddr=&tarcsz=Edisto+Beach.+SC&newtcountrv=us&newcounuy=us&tuz=29438&doit=1 
2) Rockville, SC 
http://maps.yahoo.com/py/ddResults.py?Pyt=Tmap&tarname=&tardesc=&tarhash=&tara 
ddr=&tarcsz=Rockville,+SC&newtcountry=us&newcountry=us&tuz=29487&doit=1 

Charleston: Charleston, SC 
http://maps.yahoo.comJpy/ddResults.py?Pyt=Tmap&tamame=&tardesc=&tarhash=&tara 
ddr=&tarcsz=Char]eston, +S C&newtcountry=us&newcountry=us&tuz=2940] &doit= 1 

Buns Bay: Buck Hall, SC 

Georgetown: Georgetown, SC 
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Ever Reach February 14, 2003 

Number of lost trips calculation: 

Oil 

Oil 

94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 

ftripsx 

ftripsy 

ave. of 1, 2, 3, & 4 lost 
ave. of 10, 13, & 15 lost 

\1\/c,i,.,h,t"rI ave. of 5, 6, 7, & 8 lost trips !nUl"""''''' 
?, unknown 

check mark, ·X" 
n/a 

o 
o 
o 

II~II. = Weighted ave. 00. of lost trips involving oil spill 

# trips freguency product 
1 1 1 
2 3 6 
3 2 6 
5 4 20 
6 1 6 
7 1 7 
8 2 16 

10 2 20 
15 2 30 

"lots" (code 95) 2 
missing 1 

4 
missing 1 

Total lost due to Oil = 

1 2 
428 
5 5 
6 6 

10 10 
13 1 13 

missing 2 
ftripsy missing 1 

Total Lost Trips due to Oil Spill & Some other Reason = 
Assume only 1/2 trips are lost due to oil spill = 31 

Confidential Information. 
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2775 Meridian Parkway 
Durham, NC 27713 

• 

Phone: 919·544·2244 
Fax: 919·544-3935 

-mail: rdunford@ter.com 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Ever Reach NRD Group 

Rick Dunford and Jeanne 

18, 

This memorandum presents TER's findings on lost trips related to the 
spill. The Excel file attached to this memorandum provides the details for our 
estimates. 

Lost Shrimp-Bait Fishing Related to Spill 

As we discussed previously, some respondents did not provide a 
numeric answer for the number of fewer trips they took because of the oil spill. 
Two respondents answered "Lots" or "Many." We reviewed the distribution of 
numeric responses for the number of fewer trips and found that the upper end of 
the distribution was 10, 13, and 15 trips. The weighted average of the three 
largest numbers is 12.1, so we have replaced the two "Lots/Many" responses 
with 12 trips. (It seemed to us that whole numbers of trips were most 
appropriate in this part of the analysis.) 

Five respondents did not give any response (numeric or otherwise) for 
the number of fewer trips, even though they said that they had made fewer trips 
because of oil We that average 

trips based on answers was 6.15, so we have reJ:~!a(;eCl 
missing responses with 6. 

respondents said that the oil was sole reason 
fewer trips to the Charleston area. Ten respondents had two or more 

reasons for fewer trips to the Charleston area, with the oil spill as one of the 
reasons. As Eric suggested in our February 10 call, we have assumed that the 
oil spill was responsible for half of the fewer trips to the Charleston area for 
these ten people. 

Our estimate of total lost trips caused by the oil spill by the survey 
respondents is 183. The worksheet in the attached Excel file labeled "Lost 
Trips" provides the details on the derivation of this estimate. 

Confidential Information 
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TER April 2, 2003 

South Carolina Shrimp Bait Fishing Data 

Number Assistants by the Number of Total Taken 

1 1.38 24 10.39% 

1 to 2 1.45 51 22.08% 
1 to 3 1.54 89 38.53% 
1 to 4 1.67 115 49.78% 
1 to 5 1.78 145 62.77% 
1 to 6 1.89 166 71.86% 
1 to 7 1.92 176 76.19% 
all 2.18 231 100.00% 

ALL TRIPS 

Cumulative % of 
# of tri~s # of assistants Res~ondents resEondents 
1 1.26 191 17.47% 
1 to 2 1.36 356 32.57% 

~ 1 to 3 1.48 501 45.84% 
1 to 4 1.57 633 57.91% 
1105 1.64 755 69.08% 
1106 1.70 834 76.30% 
1 to 7 1.73 883 80.79% 

1.93 1093 1 
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... AM. - Your Driving Costs 

tm(J 
~ •.. 

News You (an Use 

Search 

New.sYo!.l 
(an Use Index 

• AM Traveler 
Mi'lgai.incs 

.. AM 

• News & Useful 
Information 

Your Driving Costs 

Costs 

Here are some 01 vehicle cosls: 

costs 

gas and oil 

maintenance 

tires 

cost per mile 

ownership costs 

comprehensive insurance 
($250 deductible) 

collision insurance ($500 
deductible) 
bodily injury and property 

2002 Chevrolet 
Cavalier LS 
4-cyl. (2.2 liter) 
4-door sedan 

per mile 

5.2 cents 

3.9 cenls 

1.2 cents 

10.6 cents 

per year 

$200 

$391 

damage $484 
($100,000,$300,000,$50,000) 

license, registration, taxes $162 

depreciation (15,ooo miles $3,037 
annually) 

finance charge 
(20% down; loan @ 9,0'%'/4 $604 
yrs.) 

cos! per year $4,878 

cost per day $13.37 

added depreciation costs 
(per 1,000 miles over 15,000 $158 
miles annually) 

total cost per mile 
15,000 total miles per year per year 

cost per mile x 15,000 miles $1,590 

cost per day x 365 days ••• $4,880 

lotal cost per year $6,470 

total cost per mile' 43.1 cenls 

http://www.ouraaa.comJnews/ljbrary/drivingcostJdriving.html 

Page lof2 

,Home I My Account I Help 

2002 Ford 2002 Mercury 
Taurus SEL Grand Marquis lS 
6-cyl. (3.0 liter) 8-cyL (4.6 liter) 
4·door sedan 4-door sedan Average 

per mile per mile per mile 
5.9 cents 6.5 cenls 5.9cenls 
4.1 cents 4.3 cents 4.1 cents 
1.8 <:ents 2.2 cents 1.8 cents 

11.8 cents 13.0 cents 11 ;8 cenls jf-

per year per year per year 

$144 $174 $173 

$321 $358 $357 

$484 $484 $484 

$203 $238 $201 

$3,706 $4,420 $3,721 

$842 $1,039 $828 

$5,700 $6,713 $5,764 
$15.62 $18.39 $15.79 

$185 $192 $178 t-

per year per year per year 
$',770 $1,950 $1,770 
$5,701 $6,712 $5,763 

$7,471 $8,662 $7,533 
49.8 cents 57.7 cenls 50.2 cents 

2127/2003 



_ AA/;I. - Your Vnvmg Costs 

20.000 total miles per year 

cost per mile x 20,000 miles 

cost per day x 365 days .n 

depreciation cosl x 5 •• 

per year 

$2,120 

$4,880 

$790 

$7,790 lotal cost per year 

lotal cost per mile" , 39.0cents 

10,000 total miles per year per year 

cosl per mile )( 10,000 miles $980 

cosl per )( 365 

toll'll cost per year 

lotal cost per mile' 

$5,342 

53.4 cents 

• t01al cos! per year + lolal miles per year 

per year 

$2,360 

$5,701 

$925 

$8,986 

44.9 cents 

per year 

$1,080 

$4,924 

$6,004 

60.0 cents 

•• excess mileage over 15,000 miles annually (in thousands) 
••• ownership costs based on a 4·year/60,OOO-mile retention cycle 
•••• ownership costs based on a 6-year/60,OOO-mile retention cycle 

Copyright 2002 oureea.com 

http://www.ouraaa.comJnewsllibrary/drivingcostldriving.hlml 

per year 

$2,600 

$6,712 

$960 

$10,272 

51.4 cents 

per year 
$1,190 

$7,362 

73.6 cents 

Page 2 of2 

per year 
$2,360 
$5,763 

$890 

$9,013 

45.1 cents 

per year 

$1,080 

$6,234 

62.3 cents 

2/2712003 
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News You Can Use Hbme I My Account , Help 

. Member,Services::r' ~. t:rav.eI. '/i"isutance.(r.F!!2~nClaf.~s,::'~,,;: ~~;Voii,~n "Ie ,Automotive Services 
, • ~. "> 

Search 

News Yoo 
Can Use Index 

.. AAA Traveler 
Magazines 

" AM 

.. NC\'IfS 8. Useful 
lniormation 

Your Driving Costs 

Costs 

Here are some samples ot vehicle costs: 

2002 Chevrolet 
Blazer 2002 LS Dodge 
6-cy!. (4.3 liter) Caravan SE 
2WD 4-door 6-cy1. (3.0 liter) 
sport passenger van 

costs 
per year per year 

gas and oil 5.8 cenls 5,4 cents 

maintenance 4.1 cents 4.0 cents 

tires 1.7 cents 1.6 cents 

cost per mile 11.6 cents 11,0 cents 

ownership costs 
per year per year 

comprehensive insurance ($250 $204 $130 
deductible) 

collision insurance ($500 $451 $354 
deductible) 

bodily injury and property damage $389 $389 ($1oo,OOQ,$3oo,000,$50,ooo) 

license, registration, taxes $261 $234 

depreciation (15,000 miles $3,220 $2,974 
annually) 

finance charge $662 $578 (20% down; loan @ 9.0%14 yrs.) 

cost per year $5,187 $4,659 

cost per day $14.21 $12.76 

added depreciation costs 
(per I ,000 miles over 15,000 miles $171 $174 
annually) 

total cost per mile 
15,000 total miles pN year per year per year 

cost per mile x 15,000 miles $1,740 $ 1.650 

cost per day x 365 days ... $6,336 $5,709 

total cost per year $8,076 $7,359 

total cost per mile' 53.8 cents 49.1 cents 

http://www.ouraaa.comlnews/library/drivingcostidriving2.html 

ed Links 

",Main1{iini09 An9 Repairing 
YQ!Jf Car 

.. AM.Al2R[9SJ~~t~l,l1~LB~p!'l, 

.§J .. j, .. 9uis OjggIJ9t?ti.c.J;il!]~ 
... o..~ily. .. f~~LG.!H!9~.B.!'lp.ort 

print-fO?I"!c!iy. Vi;lxsion 
llii.~ sectioj) 

2127/2003 



_ P,l.f\P:. - 1 our unvmg Costs 

20,000 lotal miles per year per year per year 

cosl per mile x 20,000 miles $2,320 $2,200 
cost per day x 365 days •• , $6,336 $5,709 

depreciation cost x 5 •• $855 $S70 

total cost per year $9,511 $S,ng 
total cost per mile' 47.6 cenls 43.9 cents 

10,000 total miles per year per year per year 

cost per mile x 10,000 miles $1,160 
cost per x365days .... $5,HI7 $4,657 

lotal cost per year $6,347 $5,757 

Iota! cost per mile' 63.5 cents 57.6 cents 

, 10tal cost per year.;. total miles per year 
•• excess mileage over 15,000 miles annually (in thousands) 
••• ownership costs based on a 4--year/60,OOO-mile retention cycle 
•••• ownership costs based on a 6-year/60,OOO-mile retention cycle 

Copyright 2002 OlJraaa.com 

hHp:llwww.ouraaa.comJnewsllibrary/drivingcostidriving2.htmJ 
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Ame~can FactFinder Page 1 of3 

,\;; .. ,., '-"'~ .. 
Am~. n facM9_~' -""-" - .. ...-.. -............. 

Main I Search I Feedback I FAQs I Glossary I H 

Quick Tables 

DP-3. Profile of Selected Economic Characteristics: 2000 
Data Set Census 2000 Summary File 3 (SF 3) - Sample Data 
Geographic Area: South Carolina 

NOTE: Data based on a sample except in P3, PAl, H3, and H4, For information on confidentiality protection, sampling ElI'I'OI', 
II d d finilions see htto:lllactlinder census govlhomelenldalanoleslexDsf3 htm nonsamp ng error. an al 

Sublect Numbe 
I 

EMPLOYMENT STATUS 
pODulation 16 vears and over 3,114,01t 100.( 

In labor force 1.974.22 63) 

Civilian labor force 1.938,19~ 62] 

Emploved 1.824.70( 58.E 
Unemploved 113.49 3.E 

Percent of eMlian labor lorce 5. IX' 
Armed Forces 36.02 1~ 

fiot in labor force 1.139.7S 36.! 

Females 16 vears and over 1626.36~ 100J 
~". 

In labor force 935.SSE 57.! 

Civilian labor force 928.77. 57.1 

EmDloved 868.93E 53--::i 

own children under 6vears 29717t 100--;( 

IAlfParents in familv in labO!' force 186.01: 62] 

ICOMMUTING TO WORK 
Workers 16 veers and over 1822.96! 100.1 

car. truck, or van -- drove alone 1,447,331 79. 

r.ar. truck, or van _. ciiroOOIed 255,85i 14. 
Public tranSPortation (including taxicab) 15,461: O. 

lWalked 42567 2 

iOther means 23.504 1 

lWorked at hOme 38,23~ 2.1 
lMean travel time to worldminules) 24~ ex 

Employed clvlilan population 16 years and over 182470( -lQiU 

!oCCUPATION 
Manaoement, professional. and related QCCupalions 530,'1 29.1 

!Service occupations 268,661 14;; 

[Sales and offlce occupations 45972 25':; 

FarminQ. flShino, and forestrY occupatiOns 10.67~ O.E 
Fonslruction. extraction. and maintenance occupations 209.04 11.f 
production. transporiation. and material movinQ occupations 346,471 19] 

NDUSTRY 
AQriculture.lorestrv, fishino and hunting, and mining 20.7~ 1.1 

~onstructlon 150.60€ 8. 

Manufacturino 354.3BE 19,-

wholesale trade 60.50< 3. 

Retail trade 217.604 11. 

!transportation and warehousinq, and utilities 91,698 5.( 

Information 38,554 2.1 

Finance. insurance. real estate. and renlal and leasinQ 102.764 s:i 
Professional, scientific, mamlQemenl. administrative. and waste manaQement service~ 125.51~ 6. 

ducationat. health and social services 339,70~ 1B.E 
VIrts. entertainment. recreation. accommodation and food services 151.09~ B~ 

Ii:5lher services (except public administratiOn) 85.79< 4. 

http://factfinder.census.govlbf/_lang=en_ vt_name=DEC_2000_SF3 _ U _DP3 -lSeo_id=04000US45.... 2/27/2003 
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Subject Numbel Percent 

Public administration 85,68~ 4.7 

CLASS OF WORKER 
Private waqe and salarv workers 1,425,332 78.1 

Govemment workers 289,867 15J1 
Self-emploved workers in own nol incorporated business 104,64E 5.7 

Unpaid familY workers 4,851 O.~ 

NCO ME IN 1999 

=1 HouseholdS 
ess than $10,000 ~ 10,000-to$14,999 106, 

15,000 to $24,999 220,O6~ 14"] 

25,000 to $34,999 213,50~ 13"] 

35,000 to $49,999 269,55~ 17.1 

50,000 to $74.999 288,75 '8.~ 

75,000 to $99,999 129,S1( 8._ 

$100,000 to $149.999 81,62~ 5:~ 
$150,000 to $199,999 19.8n 1. 

$:200 000 or more 22,9~ 1.S 
Median household income-{dOllars) 37,08 (Xl 

With eaminos 1,225.85 79. 

Mean eamillOS (dollarS) 47,93 ex' 
!With SocIal Security income 406,77 26.! 

- ··MeanSoclat·SecUriiVlncome{dollers) ... I 10;68 ..... {)( 

IW\th Supplemental secuntv Income 71,72 4. 
Mean Supplemental Security Income (dollars) 5.72 (X 

With PlJblic assistance incOme 37.8~ 2. 
Mean PlJbllc assistance income (dollars) 2 1M: 0 

IWiih retirement income 274,21£ 17. 
Mean retirement Income (dollars) 16,93:: ex 

Families 1078:73i 100.[ 

ess 111811 $10,000 76,63\ 7.1 

10,000 to $14,999 55.24 S.1 

15,00010 $24,999 l35,33C 12. 

25,000 to $34,999 143,201 13. 

35,000 to $49,999 20137( 18. 

50;00010$74;999 241;24:3 22. 
75,000 10 599,999 114,77~ 10. 

100 000 to $149,999 73,18 6.1 

150,000 to $199,999 17,75 1. 

200,000 or more 19,99 1.! 

\.4edian famllv income (dollars) 44,22 IX 

Per capita income (dollars) 18,79~ IX 

Median earnings (dollars I: 
I/iAale full-time, vear.round workers 32,02 IX 

Female lun-time, year-round workers 23.32~ IX 

!POVERTY STATUS IN 1999/below poverty level) 

Families 115 89~ ix 
Pereent belowPOverty level (X 10. 

~ith related children under 18 vears B7,631 IX 
Percenl below poverty level IX 15. 

With relaled children under 5 years 39,14 Ix 
Percent below poverty level (X 18A 

Families with female householder no husband present 67241 IX 
Percent below poverty level IX 30.~ 

f#itn related children under 18 vears 58.50~ (X 

Percenl belowoovertv level (X 37. 

With related children under 5 vears 25.79E IX 
Percent below poverty level (X 48. 



· Aroeocan FactFinder 

isublect Number Percent 

Individuals 547869 IX 
Percent below poverty level (X' 14.1 

18 years and over 360,594 (X) 

Percent beloW poverty level (X 12. 

65 vears and over 54,68E (X 
Percent below poverty level (X 13.~ 

Related children under1a years 182,75 ex 
Percent below poverty level {X 

Related children 5 to 17 years 130,3t3 
Percent below poverty level 

'-Inrelated indMduels.15 vears alld over 164, I 

Percent beloW poverty level (Xli 

IX) Not applicable. . 
Detailed OCcupation Code ust (PDF 42K8) 
Q.e.tj!i!e9..l.1l<:tU~1rY..QQ!:IjL\.J?L(P..QE .. 4.~.K.B) 
User nole on employment stalus dala 
Source: U.S. Census BureaU, Census 2000 Summary Fiie 3, Matrices P3D, P32, P33, P43, P46. P49, PSG, PSi, P52, P53, 
P58,P62,Psa,P64,P65,P67,P7;,P72,P73,P74,P76,P77,P82.P87.P90.PCT47,PCT52.andPCT53 

Page 30f3 

http://factfinder.census.govlbf/_Jang=en_Vl_name=DEC_2000_SF3_U_DP3_geo_id=04000US45 .... 2/2712003 
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Public Data Query 

u.s .. Department 
Labor 
Bureau of labor Statistics 

. Bureau of Labor-Statistics Data .... 

Page 1 of2 

www .. bls.gov Search I A-Z Index 

_ BLS Home I Programs &. Surveys I Get Detailed Statistics I Glossai-y I What's New I find H! In DOL 

Options: 
include NEW! 

Data extracted on: February 27, 2003 (12:49:27 PM) 

National Employment, Hours, and Earnings 

Seo:d.es lCi: EESOO500049 (n) 
Seasonally Adjusted 
Industry: Total private 
Data Type: AVERAGE HOURLY EARNINGS, 1982 DOLLARS 

SIC Code: N/A 

Year Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec .Annual 
c ..... • 
1993 7.39 7.38 7.41 7.39 7.38 7.39 7.39 7.39 7.40 7.38 7.39 7.39 

1994 7.41 7.42 7.40 7.41 7.41 7.39 7.38 7.37 7.37 7.39 7.38 7.39 

1995 7.38 7.38 7.38 7.37 7.37 7.38 7.40 7.40 7.41 7.41 7.42 7.42 

1996 7.41 7.41 7.40 7.40 7.40 7.43 7.43 7.44 7.44 7.44 7.45 7.45 

1997 7.46 7.47 7.50 7.51 7.53 7.54 7.55 7.57 7.58 7.60 7.62 7.64 

1998 7.65 7.69 7.72 7.74 7.74 6 7.76 7.78 7.80 7.80 7.81 7.82 

1999 7.83 7.84 7.86 7.85 7.86 7.87 7.86 7.86~ 7.86 

2000 7.88 7.88 .90 7.88 7.91 7.92 7.94 

2001 7.90 7.93 7.96 7.95 7.92 7.94 01 8.00 8.06 8.10 ... ~,14 

2002 8.14 8.14 8.13 8.10 8.11 8.13 2 8.14 8.13~) 
2003 8.15(p) 

n : NAICS 2002 replaces SIC beginning June 2003. See http://www.bls.gov/ces/cesnaics.htm for 
details. 
p : preliminary 

Series ld: EEUOOSOOO49 (n) 
Not Seasonally Adjusted 
:Industry: Total private 
Data Type: AVERl>.GE HOURLY EAR,'UNGS, 1982 DOLLARS 

SIC Code: N/A 

Year Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Annual 

1993 7.43 7.41 7.41 7.39 7.39 7.34 7.34 7.33 7.41 7.40 7.41 7.42 7.39 

1994 7.46 7.44 7.41 7.41 7.42 7.35 7.34 7.30 7.39 7.43 7.41 7.42 7.40 

1995 7.44 7.42 7.39 7.38 7.35 7.32 7.36 7.33 7.43 7.44 7.44 7.45 7.39 

1996 7.47 7.43 7.40 7.41 7.38 7.39 7.37 7.38 7.47 7.45 7.46 7.50 7.43 

hnp:lldata.bls.gov/cgi-bin/surveymost 2/27/2003 
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1997 7.51 7.51 7.52 7.S1 7.S1 7.50 7.49 7,51 7.59 7.61 7.67 7.67 7.S5 

1998 7.71 7.74 7.74 7.73 7.72 7.69 7.69 7.73 7.80 7.81 7.85 7.85 7.75 

1999 7.89 7.88 7.88 7.84 7.86 7.83 7.81 7.82 7.87 7.87 7.88 7.90 7.86 

7.95 7.90 7.85 7.90 7.83 7.84 
·7.90 ··7.94 7.94 7.97 

7.89(c) 2000 (c) (c) (c) (c) 

n : NAICS 2002 replaces SIC beginning June 2003. See http://www.bls.gov/ces/cesnaics.htm for 
details. 
c : corrected 
p : preliminary 

Frequently Asked Qugstions I Freedom of Information Act I Customer Survey 
PrivaCY & Secu[ij:y Statement; I Linking to Our Site I Accessibility InformatiQn 

U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 
Postal SQuare Building 
2 Massachusetts Ave., NE 
washington, DC 20212-0001 

http://data.bls.gov/cgi-binlsurveymost 

Phone: (202) 691-5200 
Fax-on-demand: (202) 691-6325 

Data Questions: h1sdata staff@bls.gov 
Technical (web) Questions: webmaster@bls.gov 

Other comments: !~~g.tt~~-'!@.~ts,..99.lf 

2/2712003 
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Table 1 
Overview of Trip Origins for Shrimp Baiting and Shellfishing 
Coastal Counties Compared to Non-Coastal Counties 

Shrim~ Baiting Shellfishing 
Number Percent 

Coastal Trips: 2,884 62% 58,261 
Non-Coastal Trips: 1,796 38% 9,162 
Total: 4,680 100% 67,423 

Coastal Participants: 894 59% 12,442 
Non-Coastal Participants: 623 41% 2,460 
Total: 1.517 100% 14,902 

Source: South Carolina 2002 shrimp baiting survey, and "South Carolina Saltwater 
Fishing Stamp Survey," 1994, page 17. 

86% 
14% 

100% 

83% 
17% 

100% 
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Table 2 
Calculations of Recreational Shellfishing Losses 
Based on Marine Creel Surveys Conducted in 1988 and 1989 

Person- Total Value per Total 
Per Person Loss 

(1 ) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

$15.00 $7,452 
13.8 36 496.8 $20.00 $9,936 

$25.00 $1 

Notes: 

(1) Based on page 63 of the "South Carolina Marine Recreational Fish and 
Shellfish Fishery Surveys, 1988." 

(2) The length of closure of S200, a shellfish bed accessed primarily by the 
Folly River Marina. 

(3) Column (1) x Column (2) 

(4) A range of values based on the travel cost model of South Carolina shrimp baiting. 

Column x Column 
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c: 
0 

; 
113 .... 
'iii 
:> 
.t: 
0 
113 
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Folly Beach 
Comparison Of Predicted and Actual Trips* 
September-October, Years 2001 and 2002 

Cl" Cl" Cl" Cl" Cl" ClI'V ClI'V (;;)I'V (;;)I'V (;;)I'V (;;)I'V (;;)I'V 
c§J'< c§J'< c§J'< c:Jo'< 

Cl" 
oC;-

Cl" 
oC;- oC;- c:Jo'< C:J0'< C:J0'< C:J0'< C:J0'< oC;- oC;-

Date 

... ... Predicted -Actual 

* Based on Model 4 in the table "Beach Use Analysis." 
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DRAFT 

Ipate Person-Visits I Dummyl Other I Predicted Folly Visits 
Folly Beachwalker Isle of Palms Spill (Beach W)A2 (Isle of PY'2 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 

09/08/01 639 502 512 0 64 69 426.25 422.56 549.28 550.3364 
09/09/01 541 627 359 0 155 17 439.95 437.64 560.84 560.5704 
09/15/01 187 74 22 0 0 0 152.97 144.41 106.86 109.2548 
09/16/01 248 105 197 0 0 2 203.91 195.73 200.35 203.3624 
09/22/01 335 160 509 0 67 294.64 287.10 343.88 347.6667 
09/23/01 382 180 647 0 175 333.11 325.81 375.77 379.5266 
09/29/01 127 107 152 0 0 1 194.63 186.46 182.95 185.7251 
09/30101 237 71 125 0 0 0 174.82 166.24 148.41 151.3566 
10/06/01 217 110 21 0 0 0 166.53 158.38 129.65 131.7383 
10/07/01 157 87 25 0 0 0 158.62 150.21 116.52 118.8167 
10/13/01 267 135 382 0 0 21 256.71 248.88 290.75 294.3415 

10/14/01 62 76 82 0 0 a 167.13 158.61 133.52 136.2026 

10/20/01 228 170 188 0 1 226.79 219.33 238.43 240.8439 

10/21/01 182 85 169 0 0 190.Q1 181.59 175.86 178.9005 

10/27/01 93 70 61 0 0 0 160.15 151.55 120.77 123.4012 

10/28/01 48 73 27 0 0 0 153.70 145.14 108.33 110.7587 

09/01/02 555 342 584 0 14 116 381.07 375.58 471.91 474.307 

09/07/02 486 483 898 0 54 650 505.17 501.30 491.20 491.3173 

09/08/02 567 1128 591 0 1,619 122 683.58 686.92 568.29 568.254 

09/14/02 241 52 212 0 0 2 186.97 178.19 172.31 175.8499 

09/15/02 53 42 82 0 0 0 154.12 145.21 111.57 114.5435 

09/21/02 386 177 711 0 1 256 346.25 338.92 371.73 375.4125 

09/22/02 244 332 1075 0 12 1,335 486.87 481.33 230.30 228.9085 

09/28/02 222 287 657 0 7 186 376.31 370.21 443.60 446.4486 

09/29/02 163 132 212 0 0 2 217.60 209.72 223.90 226.7552 

10105/02 454 164 516 1 1 71 297.73 290.24 358.34 351.8055 

10106/02 347 154 502 1 64 290.78 283.17 348.69 342.2035 

10/12/02 427 118 311 0 9 234.35 226.32 264.41 257.5459 

10/13/02 263 197 305 2 9 263.25 256.11 312.81 305.2454 

10/19/02 143 73 96 1 0 0 169.11 160.55 147.80 140.2719 

10/20/02 161 108 195 1 0 1 204.62 196.46 211.77 204.4363 

10/26/02 72 53 26 1 0 0 145.82 137.03 105.31 97.59065 

10/27/02 142 158 234 1 1 3 232.47 224.88 259.87 252.3019 
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DRAFT 

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 
October 2002 10/05/02 ·156 -164 -96 -102 

10/06/02 -56 -64 2 -5 
10/12/02 -193 ·201 -163 -169 
10/13/02 0 -7 50 42 
10/19/02 26 18 5 -3 
10/20/02 44 35 51 43 
10/26/02 74 65 33 26 
10/27/02 90 83 i 18 110 

"Lost Trips" -171 -234 0 -58 

Actual Exceeds Prediction By: 9% 13% 0"/" 3% 



Model 1 
SUMMARY OUTPUT 

Regression Statistics 
Multiple R 0.783389238 
R Square 0.613698699 
Adjusted R Sq 0.587945279 
Standard Erro 104.2620861 
Observations 33 

ANOVA 

df SS MS F 'ignificance F 
Regression 2 518087.4916 259043.7458 23.82979 6.37E-07 
Residual 30 326117.4781 10870.5826 
Total 32 844204.9697 

Intercept 
Beachwalker 
Isle of Palms 

Coefficients Standard Errol t Stat 
119.7253769 29.01867757 4.12580403 
0.382883618 0.101004992 3.790739574 
0.223282958 0.080014694 2.790524436 

P-value Lower 95% Upper 95%'()lA'er 95.0~JpP!!L95.0% 
0.00027 60.46139 178.9894 60.46139 178.9894 

0.000676 0.176604 0.589163 0.176604 0.589163 
0.00906 0.059871 0.386695 0.059871 0.386695 



M~~2 

SUMMARY OUTPUT 

Regression Statistics 
Multiple R 0.787163 
R Square 0.619625 
Adjusted R 0.580276 
Standard E 105.2279 
Observatio 33 

ANOVA 

df SS MS F 'ignificance F 
Regressior 3 523090.5 174363.5 15.74685 2.89E-06 
Residual 29 321114.5 11072.91 
Total 32 844205 

Intercept 
Beachwalk 
Isle of Pain 
Spill 

Coefficientstandard Ern 
110.336 32.44806 

0.394111 0.1033 
0.22339 0.080756 

29.27998 43.55981 

t Stat 
3.40039 

3.815209 
2.766237 
0.672179 

P-value Lower 95% Upper 95%.ol/ler 95.0~Jpper 95.0% 
0.001978 43.97227 176.6998 43.97227 176.6998 
0.000659 0.182839 0.605383 0.182839 0.605383 
0.009765 0.058226 0.388555 0.058226 0.388555 

0.50679 -59.80988 118.3698 -59.80988 118.3698 



Model 3 
SUMMARY OUTPUT 

Regression Statistics 
Multiple R 0.892537 
R Square 0.796622 
Adjusted R 0.75896 
Standard E 79.74325 
Observatio 33 

ANOVA 

"' df SS MS F 'ignificance F 
Regressior 5 672512.3 134502.5 21.15156 1.43E-08 
Residual 27 171692.6 6358,986 
Total 32 844205 

Intercept 
8eachwalk 
Isle of Pain 
Spill 
bwJ\2 
loPJ\2 

Coefficientstandard Ern t Stat 
49.77391 27.82043 1.789114 
0.645756 0.157076 4.111116 
0.423101 0.101816 4.155529 
10.30818 33.73475 0,305566 

-0.256704 0.101687 -2.524457 
-0.363599 0.089742 -4.05161 

P-value Lower 95% Upper 95%,o~er 95.0'JJpper 95.0% 
0.084822 -7.308854 106.8567 -7.308854 106.8567 
0.00033 0.323464 0.968049 0.323464 0.968049 

0.000293 0.214191 0.632011 0.214191 0.632011 
0.762279 -58.90976 79.52612 -58.90976 79.52612 
0.017773 ·0.465348 ·0.04806 -0.465348 -0.04806 
0.000386 -0.547734 -0.179464 -0.547734 -0.179464 



Model 4 
SUMMARY OUTPUT 

Regression Statistics 
Multiple R 0.892143 
R Square 0.795919 
Adjusted R 0.766764 
Standard E 78.4416 
Observatio 33 

ANOVA 
df SS MS F 'ignificance F 

Regressior 
Residual 
Total 

4 671918.6 
28 172286.4 
32 844205 

167979.7 27.30007 2.64E-09 
6153.084 

Coefficienfstandard Em t Stat 
Intercept 52.68554 25.71108 2.049137 
8eachwalk 0.637257 0.15207 4.190551 
Isle of Pain 0.428179 0.098812 4.333287 
bw"2 -0.254062 0.099665 -2.549166 
loP"2 -0.368823 0.08666 -4.255969 

P-value Lower 95%UPPfJE !J§J'~ower 95.0c;Jpper 95.0% 
0.049924 0.018712 105.3524 0.018712 105.3524 
0.000252 0.325756 0.948759 0.325756 0.948759 
0.000171 0.225772 0.630585 0.225772 0.630585 
0.016563 -0.458216 -0.049908 -0.458216 -0.049908 
0.000211 -0.546339 -0.191308 -0.546339 -0.191308 
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